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DISPERSED  IMAGES  OF  TOPOLOGICAL  SPACES

AND   UNCOMPLEMENTED  SUBSPACES  OF  C(X)

JOHN   WARREN   BAKER

Abstract. Let Via.) denote the set of ordinals not exceeding a

with its interval topology. We show that, if X is a O-dimensional

Hausdorff space and a is a denumerable ordinal such that the ath

derived set of X contains n points where n<w, there is a map of X

onto r(coa • n). Maps of completely regular spaces into the unit

interval are considered and a noncompact analogue of a theorem

of Pelczyñski and Semadeni is obtained. Finally, these results are

used to give a simple proof to the following theorem: If X is com-

pletely regular and X"°'^ 0 , there is an uncomplemented subspace H

of C(X) which is isometrically isomorphic to C( Y)for some compact

metric space Y.

Preliminaries. A topological space is called dispersed (scattered) if it

does not contain a perfect subset. For any topological space X, we denote

the set of accumulation points of A' by A". If A is an ordinal, the topological

derivative of order A, denoted Xw, is defined by transfinite induction as

follows:

xm = x        X(« i) = (Xu>V)   and    xu) = n xw
IKX

if A is a limit ordinal. The ordered pair (A, n) is called the characteristic

(characteristic system) of A' if « is a positive integer, A is an ordinal, and

XiX) contains exactly n points. The symbol T0(A) denotes the space of

ordinals strictly less than f with their interval topology. A topological

space X is called O-dimensional if its open-and-closed sets constitute a

base for the topology. The first limit ordinal is denoted by o> and the first

uncountable ordinal by LI. If A is a nonlimit ordinal, then A— 1 denotes the

predecessor of A. We assume all maps are continuous and all spaces are

Hausdorff.

The terminology in §2 follows that of Dunford and Schwartz, Linear

operators. 1 [8]. In particular, if A is a topological space, then CiX) is the
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Banach space of continuous bounded scalar-valued functions on X with the

supremum norm. If <f> is a map of X into a topological space Y, the induced

operator <j>° from C( Y) into C(X) that takes fe C( Y) to/° <t5 e C(X) is a

multiplicative linear operator. For completely regular spaces, (j>° is an

isometric isomorphism if and only if <f>(X) is dense in Y [10, p. 141];

moreover, if <f> is a quotient map, then </>°[C( Y)] is the set of all functions in

C(X) which are constant on each point inverse of <f> [10, p. 146].

1. Dispersed images of topological spaces. Suppose A' is a compact

dispersed space with characteristic (X, n). It is well known that the least

ordinal a such that T(a) has characteristic (X, n) is a = r// • n. Example

1 in [5] shows that A'does.not necessarily contain a subset homeomorphic

to T(c»x ■ n) even if X<Q. However, if A<Í2, there is a map of X onto

T(cox ■ n); this fact is established by Theorem 1.1 and is valid for all 0-

dimensional spaces X with Card XU)^.n.

Theorem 1.1. If X is O-dimensional and X is a nonzero denumerable

ordinal such that Xu) contains at least n points, there is a map of X onto

V(cox ■ n). Therefore, if X<£i, X is compact, and A'U,~A'U+1) contains at

least n points, there is a map <f> of X onto r"(a/ ■ n).

Proof. Suppose X is O-dimensional. Let P(a) denote the following

statement: For every open-and-closed subset Y of X with Yix}^0 , there is

a map of Konto r(a>a). It is easy to prove P(l). Supposed is a denumerable

ordinal with A^l and P(a) has been established for all a<A. Let Y be an

open-and-closed subset of X with y e TU). If A is a limit ordinal, there is an

increasing sequence {oi„}"=1 of ordinals less than X with lim,,^^ a„ = A

(see [14, p. 382]). If A is a nonlimit ordinal, we let a„ = A—I for each n. In

either case, we define
n oo

tt0 = 0,        77„ = 2 <*>">    and    * = 2 ">*"■
k=l k=l

By induction, there is a decreasing sequence {Un}„=1 of open-and-closed

subsets of Y containing y such that Kn=Un~Un+y contains a point of

Y(a") for each n. We may suppose Uy= Y. Let F=f]Z.i U„. Since A:'"«' is

nonempty, by property P(a„) there is a map <f>„ of K„ onto (irn_,, 7rJ. We

define a function <j> from Tonto r(?r) by <f>(x) = 4>n(x) if x e Kn and 0(.v) =

77 if x e F. It is easy to show that <f> is a map of Y onto r(7r).

It remains to be shown that 77 = 0/. In case X is nonlimit, this is obvious.

If X is a limit ordinal, then cox=lim-<k o5 so Trnz%ofn ■ n<o>a"+1 <_mx and

7r=limn^00 7Tn£cox. However, 77^0/" and hence 77^1im„_.=0 cvl*n=to , By

transfinite induction, P(a) is valid for all a<D.

Suppose X<ii and XU) contains at least n points, say xlt x2, ■ ■ ■ , xn.

We partition X into open-and-closed subsets   Yy, Y2, ■ ■ ■ , Y„ so that
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xk e Yk for each k. Since Yk y±0 , we infer from the preceding property

P(a) that there is a map yx of Yx onto [0, et/] and a map %pk of Yk onto the

interval (cuA • (/c— 1), co • k] for 1 <k=n. Thus, y=U^=1 v>* is a maP of X

onto r(c// • n) and the first statement is established.

The second statement is an easy consequence of the first statement and

the fact that each compact dispersed space is O-dimensional [12].

Clearly, the "O-dimensional" assumption cannot be dropped from the

hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, as this theorem is false for connected sets. The

following example shows the "denumerable" requirement cannot be

omitted from its hypothesis.

Example 1.2. There is a dispersed compact (Hausdorff) space X with

characteristic (£1, 1) which satisfies the following properties:

(a) There does not exist a map <j> of a closed subspace y of A" into T(Q)

mtíx<piY)(Q)f6 0.

(b) X does not contain a subspace Y homeomorphic to r(£¿).

Proof.    Let A"* be the free (disjoint) union of the spaces T(y) for

y<Q. Then X* is locally compact and has a one-point Hausdorff com-

pactification X. If c denotes the additional point in X, then a local base for

the neighborhoods of c consists of the sets UF=X~{[Ja<¡F T(oc)) where F

is a finite subset of £2. Clearly XICi) = {c}, so A'has characteristic (O, 1).

Suppose there is a map </> of a closed subset Y of X into T(O) with

<f,(YYn)¿¿0. By Lemma 1 of [12], {ü} = c^(T)<n) e<¿( F<n)) <= {«¿(c)} so

</j(c) = Q. (Note in [12] there is a misprint and the subset notation should

be reversed.) Since Y~c/>-1(f2) = c/>-1(c¿( T)~{Q}) is uncountable, there is a

sequence {a„}"=1 of distinct ordinals with yn in (y~<£_1{Q}) nT(a„). But,

lim yn=c, so lim«^^ (piyn) = Q,, which is impossible. The proof of (b) is

similar.

In [12], Pelczyhski and Semadeni show that if A" is a nondispersed,

compact space, there is a map </> of A" onto [0, 1]. The following theorem is

a noncompact analogue of this theorem which is also valid for dispersed

spaces.

Theorem 1.3. Let X be completely regular and À be a nonzero denumer-

able ordinal. IfXu) contains n points, there is a map <f> of X into [0, 1] such

that <f>iX)U) contains at least n points. If I is a limit ordinal andX[y) ^ 0 for

y <A, there is a map <p of X into [0,1] with f>iX)wjí0.

Proof. Suppose ßiX), the Stone-Cech compactification of X, is not

dispersed. By Theorem 1 in [12], there is a map ip of ßX onto [0, 1]. The

restriction <f> of ip to X is a map of X onto a dense subset of [0, 1]; hence

^(A')u,= [0, 1] and both conclusions of the theorem are obvious.

Next, suppose /SA'is dispersed. Then ßX is 0-dimensional [12]. In either

case, ßXwj£0. In case 1, let m=n and in case 2, let m=l. Since [0, 1]
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contains a subset K homeomorphic to T(toxm), it follows by Theorem 1.1

that there is a map y of ßX onto K. The restriction </> of y> to X is a map of A"

onto a dense subset of A"; hence, <f>(X)U) = K{X). Since AU) contains m

points, this establishes both conclusions.

If X is compact, the map <f> in Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 is closed. The

following example shows that, in general, <f> may not even be a quotient

map. According to Corollary 3 in [15] each open cover of the space Xy in

Example 1.4 has a disjoint open refinement; hence, all dimensions (ind,

Ind and dim) are zero. The construction is similar to that of the ordinal

numbers, except Li is used as the basic building block instead of 1.

Example 1.4. For each ordinal y, there is a dispersed, Lindelöf,

normal (hence, paracompact) space Xy with characteristic (y, 1) such that

each map of Xy into a first-countable space has open point inverses and

countable range. In particular, each quotient map of X onto a compact,

first-countable space has finite range.

Proof. First, we let X0={1}. Suppose y ̂  1 is an ordinal and Xx has been

constructed for X<y. Let /=ro(i2)x ro(y). Let S={ Y(x, ß)\(oc, ß)el}

be a pairwise disjoint family of sets with each Y(cc, ß) homeomorphic

to Xß for a<i2. Let p be a point not in any Y(a, ß) and let Xy consist of

the point p and the free union of the sets in S where a neighborhood base

for p is given by the sets UF = Xy~(\J { Y(a, ß)\(oi, ß) e F}) and F is a

countable subset of /.

It is obvious that Xy is Hausdorff with characteristic (y, 1). Let {G^^m

be an open cover of Xr Select t e M such that p e Gt. Then, UF<^ Gt for

some countable subset F of /. Since A'y~C,ç: \J {Y(a, ß)\(cc, ß) e F} and

each Y(a, ß) is Lindelöf by hypothesis, there is a countable subcover of

{G»}»eM which covers Xy~Gt. Hence, Xy is Lindelöf.

Let A and B be closed disjoint subsets of Xy. If p e A, there exists a

neighborhood UF ofp with UFr\B= 0. Thus, Ä£ (J { Y(<x, ß)\(a, ß) e F}.

As A n Y(oc, ß) and ßn V(a, ß) are closed, disjoint subsets of the normal

space Y(cc, ß), there exist open, disjoint subsets V(ol, ß )and W(a, ß) of

T(a, ß) such that Ar\ Y(ol, ß)c V(x, ß) and BC\Y(ol, ß)<=W(a, ß),

K=(U {V(oc, ß)\(oi, ß) e F})yjUF, W= \\ {W(<x, ß)\(*, ß) e F) are disjoint

open sets containing A and B, respectively. If p $ A \JB, there exists a

neighborhood Uk of p with (AsJB)r\UK=0. In this case V=

U {V(ol, ß)\(<x, ß) eK) and W=(j {W(x, ß)\(oc, ß) e K} are disjoint open

sets containing A and B, respectively. Thus, Xy is normal.

Let i^bea map of Xy into a first-countable space Y. Let g=<f>(p) and let

{Gn}„=i be an open neighborhood base forg. Since Tn={x e Xy\f(x) ^ G„)

is closed and does not contain p, there is a countable subset Fn of / with

Tnn(JFn=0. If /'=U^=i/7r, then F is a countable subset of /, UF

is a neighborhood of p,  and  <f>~liy)c (J{ K(a, ß)\(ct, ß) e F}  for each
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y e i Y~{g}). By hypothesis, cf>-\g)= (U {^(g) n Y(x, ß)\ioi,ß)e F})UUF

is open and <p~1{y)=\J {(p^iy) nYict, ß)\ia, ß) e F} is open for y^g.

Consequently, frxiy) is open for each y e Y. The proof that the range of <f>

is countable is similar.

2. Uncomplemented subspaces of C(A"). In [1], D. Amir proved that

C[0, 1] contains an uncomplemented subspace isometrically isomorphic

to C[0, 1]. R. Arens established in [2] that there is a countable, compact,

metric space X and a closed subspace 51 of CiX) isometrically isomorphic

to C( Y) for a quotient space F of A" such that S is not complemented in

C(A"). It can easily be seen from the construction of X that A,<m) contains

exactly one point. By a theorem due to Mazurkiewicz and Sierpinski (see

[11, p. 103] or [4]), X is homeomorphic to r(com). By the same argument,

Y is also homeomorphic to r(cuw).

The next theorem was established for normal spaces in [3]. The author

wishes to thank Professor Lindenstrauss for suggesting this technique of

proof.

Theorem 2.1. Suppose X is completely regular and X°í,9í0 for n<co.

There exist a compact metric space Y and a map <f> of X onto Y such that <f>°

is a multiplicative isometric isomorphism from Ci Y) onto an uncomple-

mented selfadjoint subalgebra of C{X).

Proof. Clearly ßX{lo) # 0. First suppose ßX is dispersed. By Theorem

1.1, there isa map y> of ßX onto r(com). Let <f>=y>\X. Since <f>iX) is dense in

T(c<ji°), <f>° is a multiplicative isometric isomorphism from C(T(co°>)) into

c\x) [10, Theorem 10.3]. By Theorem 4.1 in [6], there is a map yiof r(a/")

onto itself such that S=ip[Cirim'°))] is uncomplemented in C(r(c<ja')).

Then A = <f>°iS) is uncomplemented in CiX) since a projection P of C(A')

onto A would induce a projection i<j>°yiP<p° of C(r(cora)) onto S.

If/SA'is not dispersed, there is a map ip of ßX onto [0, 1]. As before, if

(p=tp\X, then c/>° is an isometry from C([0, 1]) into C(A"). By Corollary

5.8 of [7], there is a map rp of [0, 1] onto itself such that H=y>°[Ci[0, 1])]

is uncomplemented in C([0, 1]). It follows that A=cp°(H) is an uncomple-

mented subalgebra of C(A").

If, in the preceding proof, we drop our dependence upon [6] and [7] by

letting S be the uncomplemented subspace of C(T(co0')) constructed by

Arens and by letting H be the uncomplemented subspace of C[0, 1] con-

structed by Amir, we obtain an easy proof for the following theorem: IfX

is completely regular and X{n)9i0 for «<a>, then there exists an uncomple-

mented subspace ofC(X) which is isometrically isomorphic to C( Y)for some

compact metric space Y.
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